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Philosophy Bakes Bread is a radio show and podcast that 
provides food for thought about life and leadership.  
 

Philosophy Bakes Bread is an award-winning, syndicated radio talk show and 
podcast that is intended to showcase the public importance of philosophy, 
both for our everyday lives and for leadership in the policy world. New hour-
long episodes are released every other week. As a production of the Society of 
Philosophers in America (SOPHIA), the show grew out of SOPHIA’s mission: to 
use the tools of philosophical inquiry to improve people’s lives and enrich the 
profession of philosophy through conversation and community building. The 
show boasts guests ranging from philosopher Martha Nussbaum to Vox.com 
co-founder and journalist Matthew Yglesias. Named Overall Favorite Show on WRFL Lexington.  
 

Why It Matters: Because we need a more civil and more thoughtful society.  
 
Available on iTunes, Google Play, Stitcher, Spotify, or wherever you download podcasts, 
as well as on the radio: WRFL 88.1 FM in Lexington, KY, and KBLU 92.3 FM in Logan, UT.  
 
Dr. Eric Thomas Weber and Dr. Anthony Cashio once thought that they 
should be lawyers. When each of them found philosophy, they realized what their life’s 
work needed to be. Following in the footsteps of Socrates and John Dewey, they take 
philosophy to the streets with the Philosophy Bakes Bread radio show and podcast. 
Weber is the Executive Director and Trustee of the Society of Philosophers in America 
(SOPHIA) and Associate Professor of Educational Policy Studies at the University of 
Kentucky. Cashio is a Trustee of SOPHIA and Assistant Professor of Philosophy at the 
University of Virginia’s College at Wise. Both are award-winning teachers. 

Audience: We are talking about the show anywhere and with anyone open to seeing 
how philosophy can improve the lives of individuals and their communities. This podcast 
has a lot to offer for policymakers, business leaders, amateur philosophers, aspiring public intellectuals, and 
anyone curious about how to live a full and an examined life.  
 
Interview topics: Championing civility, the humanities, and higher education, examining ethics and leadership, 
podcasting from radio, resisting the remoteness of the “ivory tower,” modeling public philosophy. 
 
Endorsements for Philosophy Bakes Bread:  
 

“Philosophy Breaks Bread is a wonderful, accessible ongoing discussion of philosophy, real life, and the 
relationship between the two — a great listen for anyone who’s interested in philosophical ideas and thinking.” 
—Matthew Yglesias, Senior Correspondent, Vox.com  
 
“A breath of fresh air, ‘Philosophy Bakes Bread’ cooks up practical, accessible and relevant philosophy. These 
dialogues are a generative force for philosophy, and all the people and worlds they touch.” 
—Patricia M. Shields, Ph.D., Professor of Political Science, Texas State University San Marcos 
 
“Philosophy Bakes Bread sizzles. Who knew philosophy could be so much fun?" 
—Larry A. Hickman, Ph.D., Professor & Director Emeritus, Center for Dewey Studies at Southern Illinois University 
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